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Summer 2021 APS Annual Search
for Penstemon
Introduction to the Meeting
In planning the 2021 APS meeting, we had two
very significant strikes against the reality of pulling off a successful gathering—COVID-19 and
record-breaking drought; either of which could
extinguish our best intentions. Could we actually
meet face-to-face? If we did, could we create a
safe environment. Even if safe, would the flora
cooperate to provide us with object of our desires—flowers, primarily penstemon flowers. So
much could go wrong. But we prevailed….
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registered for events, and put on their name
tags (some with creative spellings), we all experienced the great pleasure that comes when
reconnecting with old friends and delighted in

Inclusive of dates July 9-12, 2021, about 60
members of the society met in person for our annual meeting with headquarters in Logan, Utah.
Though the region was experiencing significant
water shortages, with associated water rationing
and parched lawns, sufficient precipitation in the
high country provided opportunities to observe
the beauties of penstemons and other wildflowers of the region. However, due to the atypical
early-season high temperatures most species of
wildflowers were at peak bloom 2-3 weeks prior to the meeting; but, with a little searching we
were able to meet expectations by finding blooming specimens of most of region’s penstemons.

Friday, July 9
Welcome Reception
On Friday evening, we launched the meeting
with a welcome reception. As participants trickled into the Riverwoods Conference Center,

Leila Shultz, botanist from the Intermountain Herbarium and speaker at the Welcome Reception. Photo
by Leila Shultz.
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making new acquaintances. Cheerful socializing merged into an excellent meal. The capstone of the
evening was a captivating presentation by Leila Shultz, botanist aligned with the Intermountain Herbarium at Utah State University. Dr. Shultz prepared us for the conference by filling our minds with
information about local flora and the intrigue of rare plants of the Bear River Range.

Saturday, July 10
Field Trip to Tony Grove Lake
We began the field trip portion
of our annual meeting by traveling northeast from Logan, up
Logan Canyon, to Tony Grove
Lake. This is a small sub-alpine
lake located at an elevation of
about 8,000 feet. The lake sits in
a beautiful cirque and is a popular northern Utah recreation site.
After wrangling enough parking
spaces to satisfy the needs of
Discussion on pollinators of penstemons at Tony Grove Lake led by Jim our group we began a fascinatCane, pollinator specialist (retired) from Utah State University. Photo by ing day in this scenic locale.
Lupita Wesseler.

To begin the day, all meeting participants gathered in a quiet grove of fir trees where we sat and
enjoyed an informative presentation by Dr. James Cane, Utah State University retired scientist and
pollinator specialist, on the topic of
pollinators of the genus Penstemon.
Dr. Cane creatively described and
educated us on the insect pollinators
that are specialists on penstemons.
He discussed the mechanisms that
lead to such specialization. This presentation generated much interest in
the audience and led to an extended
questions and answer period.
As the pollinator discussion terminated, we split into three groups. The
faction consisting of young, strong,
intrepid explorer-types departed on
a hike to Mount Naomi, the tallest
peak in the Bear River Range. The Hail and hardy penstemaniacs at the summit of Naomi Peak. Photo
6.4-mile round-trip trail to the peak by Tony McCammon.
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wends through a range of habitats and provided the group some
very scenic views. But mostly, it was a whirlwind trip to the top
and back.
A second faction of meeting participants hiked about one mile up
the Naomi Peak trail to visit the site of a population of the rare and
endangered compact penstemon (Penstemon compactus). Although this species was largely past bloom, the group managed
to find and photograph a number of late blooming individuals of
this diminutive and beautiful plant. Along the trail, they were also
treated to occasional blooming plants of Leonard’s penstemon
(Penstemon leonardii) and Wasatch penstemon (Penstemon cyananthus).(right).
The final faction, made up of those who chose a flat-land stroll as
the better part of valor, hiked around the shores of Tony Grove
Lake. There we were treated to beautiful, lush foliage sprinkled
with wildflowers of amazing diversity. Included in the observed
flora were the usual local penstemon suspects, but additionally,
along the lake shore we found several plants of a striking deep
purple form of Whipple’s penstemon (Penstemon whippleanus).

Wasatch Penstemon (Penstemon
cyananthus), one of the common
and beautiful species from the Bear
River Range of northern Utah and
southeastern Idaho. Photo by Lupita
Wesseler.

As the factions began to regroup at the parking area, we staked out a few picnic tables along the lake
and enjoyed a meal together. Last to return, the Naomi Peak hikers reported a successful summit.
All in all, a wonderful day highlighted by penstemons, other wildflowers, pollinators, scenic
beauty, and great company.

Tony Grove Lake walk. Looking at mud wasp nests with
pollinator expert James Cane (photo Dibblee)

Tony Grove Lake walk Damselfly (photo by Dibblee)
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Business Meeting and Keynote Address
During the evening of this first full day of the annual meeting, we
again met at the Riverwoods Conference center for the banquet
and annual business meeting. Conference center staff kicked off
the evening by serving an excellent meal. Reports given within
the business meeting reflected a healthy organization fill with contributing members. Tony McCammon, keynote speaker and avid
ethnobotanist regaled us with the historical uses and importance of
penstemons within the lives of native Americans. As an audience,
we all learned something new and gained a greater appreciation
for the genus of plants we communally appreciate.
Tony McCammon, keynote speak- Sunday, July 11
er at the annual banquet and expert on the historical aspects of
ethnobotany of penstemons. Pho- Sunday morning, we expanded our geographical coverage of the
to by Tony McCammon.
Bear River Range by traveling northwest, further than the day be-

fore, coming out at the spectacularly scenic Bear Lake. Unfortunately, the smoke from distant abundant western wildfires, obscured the view. Crossing the Idaho
border, we split into two groups, both traveling west from Bear Lake into two of the plentiful mountain
canyons. Ultimate field trip destinations included Paris Ice Cave and
Bloomington Lakes.

Field Trip to Paris Ice Cave
At the mouth of Paris Canyon, conditions were very dry, reflecting the
severe drought conditions imposed
by the summer of 2021. Plants were
crispy and not a bloom in site. Hope
against hope that conditions would
improve as elevation increased
during our drive up the canyon toward the ice cave. Luckily, that
proved to be the case.
First stop on the tour was Keisha’s
Preserve, an 800+ acre private conservation easement dedicated to
restoration of degraded lands and
development of habitat for wild- Field trip participants in Paris Ice Cave in southeastern Idaho near
life. This preserve is part of a larg- Bear Lake. Photo by Tony McCammon.
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er effort to create a wildlife corridor called the
Western Wildway. At this stop we participated in
a thought-provoking discussion on the topic of
private contributions toward overall conservation
efforts.
Leaving the preserve, we continued our trip up
Paris Canyon Road. As the elevation increased,
sporadic flowers began to appear along the roadside – a few aspen daisies, Indian paintbrushes, and the occasional Wasatch penstemon
(Penstemon cyananthus). We also began to see
sparse flights of a creature that was to become
a dominant feature of our field trip – butterflies;
the identity of which we later learned were the
California tortoiseshell.
Our group drove past the ice cave and continued
on to our second stop, the alpine meadow known
as Paris Flats. There we parked in the middle
of large population of small-flower penstemon
(Penstemon procerus). These intricate little
Bloomington Lake, destination of one of the two Sun- beardtongues were slightly past prime bloom,
day field trips. Around this lake reside several of Ida- but we were still treated to a colorful display.
ho’s rarest plants. Photo by Heidi Robbins.
And although not abundant, we observed and
enjoyed a wider array of wildflowers of many species. As a group, we also searched unsuccessfully
for matroot penstemon (Penstemon radicosus) in an attempt to help Andi Wolfe, our APS president,
collect and photograph this species. And intermittent flights of butterflies floated by our small group.
Once we wore out Paris Flats, we returned
to the ice cave. There we escaped the burgeoning heat of the day by crowding around
the entrance to the cave where we enjoyed
a pleasant lunch – made amazing by flights
of butterflies moving en masse in, out, and
around entrance to the cave. Afterward,
we explored the cave, photographed the
Leonard’s penstemon (Penstemon leonardii) and Wasatch penstemon (Penstemon
cyananthus) that overlaid the rocky, domed
roof of the cave. We also found post-bloom
Purple (left) and white (right) forms of Whipple’s penstemon
plants of low penstemon (Penstemon hu- (Penstemon whippleanus) seen near Bloomington Lake.
milis) at that location. And we watched Photo by Mikel Stevens.
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and photographed the butterflies. Sometimes flying past us
in such amazing numbers as to
create their own breeze – millions of them.
Given the severity of drought
conditions that typified the summer of 2021, the Paris Ice Cave
field trip allowed the participants
to leave the parched landscapes
of the lowlands and be enveloped by the verdant greenery
made possible by greater precipitation captured by mountainous features. All in all, a great
field trip. And, then there were
Penstemaniacs enjoying a penstemon stop during the post-meeting tour
butterflies…..
to Monte Cristo area. Photo by JoLynn Stevens.

Field Trip to Bloomington Lakes
After assembling at 9:00 a.m. at a historical marker along US 89 at the south end of Bloomington, ID
each vehicle was issued $5 and a parking pass for the Bloomington Lake trailhead. Subsequently,
we proceeded approximately 10 miles up Bloomington Canyon Road.
Like the entrance to Paris Canyon, the mouth of Bloomington Canyon was dry. We had covered most
of the distance to the lake trailhead before we began to see
wildflowers in bloom. Bloomington Lake area (elevation ~7,600
ft) was green with the wildflowers - in all their glory.
At the trailhead, we were greeted by our guides for the day,
Mike Mancuso, and Rose Lehman both botanists associated
with the National Forest Service, who shared with us a little
general information about the
Bear River Range.
Enjoying the scenery on a Monte Cristo ridge while among some ancient

Next, they took us on a short curleaf mountain mahogany. Photo by Heidi Robbins.
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hike up “Pack Trail” where we found both dark
purple and almost white specimens of Whipple’s
penstemon (Penstemon whippleanus). Finding
both color forms, plus intermediates of the two
colors, is unusual within a limited geographical
region, but has been documented elsewhere
within the range of Whipple’s penstemon. Scattered along the trail were also many specimens
of Wasatch penstemon (Penstemon cyananthus), near optimal bloom and showing up in all
their glory.
After enjoying the wildflowers up on the lower
end of Pack Trail, Mike and Rose returned our
group to the Bloomington Lake trailhead. There
we began a slow hike to and around the lake.
Our guides shared their experience and knowledge of both the wildflowers and the area. About
midday and after several hours of examining the
flora and the beauty of the lake, folks broke up
for lunch and either returned to their vehicles
or stayed to eat on the hillsides above the lake.

Monday, July 12
Post-Meeting Field Trip to Monte Cristo
For the post-meeting field trip, we assembled in
the McDonalds parking lot in Hyrum, UT before
8:00 a.m. and left for the Monte Cristo area on
the hour. We met our guide, Trent Draper, at
9:00 a.m. at the corner of Ant Flat Road and
State Road 39. Trent is a botanist with several
years of field work in that region of the Bear River Drainage.
After our caravan of about 15 vehicles traversed
several miles to the summit on State Road 39,
we turned onto an unmaintained dirt road and
shortly we arrived at the site where exists a recently discovered population of compact penstemon - also known as Bear River Range penstemon (Penstemon compactus). Due to the

drought in the region and the elevated heat of
the previous weeks, we were able to see only
a few plants in bloom. Besides compact penstemon we found low penstemon (Penstemon
humilis), Leonard’s penstemon (Penstemon
leonardii), and Wasatch penstemon (Penstemon cyananthus).
Not only were we regaled with penstemons, but
were treated with visit to a grove of atypically old
and large mountain mahogany trees (Cercocarpus ledifolius). This is a very slow growing species of tree and the immense girth of the trunks
suggest hundreds if not thousands of years in
age for some of the largest trees.
During our time at the several stops in this
unique ecology we were able to have brief interludes of shared wisdom from both Trent and
members of our own society.
We ended the field trip with a communal picnic. Afterwards, our members scattered to the
winds, returning to their lives, and hopefully beginning plans to attend the 2022 meeting.

In Closing
Despite the struggles brought on by the
COVID-19 pandemic, severe drought, and prolonged warm temperatures—all of which affected each attending member—we felt the meeting
was a smashing success. We are grateful for
those of the society that braved situation and
attended. We took great pleasure in serving the
society and in rubbing shoulder with wonderful
people. We look forward to seeing everyone at
our next meeting.
Mikel Stevens
Stephen Love
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President’s Letter
by Andi Wolfe
We had a wonderful meeting in Logan in July 2021. It was so nice to see so many familiar faces and
friends again. Thank you to Mikel Stevens and Stephen Love, and their support network, for doing
such a great job of organizing this much needed in-person meeting.
We’re not sure if there will be an in-person 2022 meeting at this point. The board will be making decisions in January about whether we can pursue this. If you can help with local planning for a meeting,
please let me know as soon as possible (andiwolfe@yahoo.com).
Speaking of meetings, the board would like to work on a 3-year planning cycle. If you are willing to
help with this, I’d like to have an ad-hoc committee for planning purposes. Please let me know if you
would like to help with this.
We will be having a grants program in 2022. Dorothy Tuthill has been diligent in leading this program
for many years and has turned the reigns over to a new face. Do look for a call for proposals in early
2022. Grants are usually due at the end of March.
With the omicron variant piling atop the delta variant of the Covid-19 virus, I urge you to get your vaccination and booster shots to protect yourself and others. Please practice safety in wearing masks,
social distancing, and good hygiene.
Best wishes for a Happy New Year and a return to normalcy in 2022.

Tony Grove Lake. (Dibblee photo)
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The Peculiar Wasp That Pollinates Penstemons
by Dr. James H Cane (Jim), Research Entomologist
jim.cane@usda.gov
The field trips of the 2021 annual meeting of the American Penstemon Society took us to montane
sites of the Bear River Range east of Logan Utah. On a walk around Tony Grove Lake, many participants had the chance to see the large pollen-wasp, Pseudomasaris vespoides at flowers of P. cyananthus. A number of members commented that they had noticed the snoozing male wasps before.
This wasp and its association with Penstemon is in fact unique, as I will explain.
The wasp P. vespoides is in the family Vespidae, a family that includes the potter wasps and the social yellowjackets, hornets and paper wasps. It looks like a big yellowjacket, but in fact belongs to a
different subfamily, the Masarinae, whose diversity is centered in Australia and South Africa. Among
vespids, you can always recognize a masarine wasp because of their clubbed antennae. Unlike the
other vespid wasps, who are carnivores, the masarines feed their progeny mass provisions assembled from pollen moistened with nectar. In this they are just like our solitary bees, and like bees,
nesting females must be able to collect and transport pollen back to their nest. Unlike most all bees,
however, they tote pollen internally in their crop, rather than externally in brushes of hairs.
Among all of the masarines, only P. vespoides is a specialist for Penstemon pollen (taxonomic pollen
specialization like this is termed oligolecty).
You would of course expect that generalization for its relatives on other continents, as
Penstemon is restricted to North America.
However, we do have about a dozen species of Pseudomasaris in North America,
but they are all oligolectic on Phacelia and
Eriodictyon. Some of you saw one of these
smaller masarids, probably P. edwardsii,
working Phacelia flowers near the entry to
Paris Ice Cave.
Female P. vespoides are well-suited for obtaining pollen and nectar from Penstemon
flowers. Typically they visit Penstemon species having larger blue or purple flowers. In
my travels around the Intermountain West,
I have seen them working flowers of P. cyanathus, P. speciosus, P. pennelianus, P.
pachyphyllus, and P. attenuatus. Nectar is
secreted at the back of the flower, which a
female reaches by crawling part way into the
flower and then extending her tongue. It is a Osmia in Penstemon linariodes (Cane)
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Pseudomasaris vespoides Nesting-3 (Cane)

long reach for her, as the staminode rises from the floor of the corolla
to its point of attachment at the top,
blocking her deeper entry into the
corolla. As Phil Torchio described
it, the female head butts the staminode to extend her reach, and in so
doing, the pistil is thereby levered
downward, such that the bobbing
stigma taps the top of her thorax.
As you would anticipate, this is the
right spot to pick up pollen deposited by another flower. Females actively release pollen from the slitted
anthers by jerkily rocking to and fro
under the anthers. You can both
see and hear this behavior, which
sounds like rasping against paper.
In so doing, the teeth surrounding the slit of each anther chatter Pseudomasaris in Penstemon strictus (Cane)
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Pseudomasaris vespoides on Penstemon strictus-12. (Cane)

across the pitted surface of her thorax, shaking
free a dose of pollen. Periodically she sweeps this
dorsal thoracic surface with a middle leg to ingest
the pollen for transport back to her nest, but some
also gets daubed onto the stigmas of the next visited flowers. As you can see, some of the those
very characters that you labor over when keying
out Penstemon flowers are “key” to their pollination as well!
Collecting provisions is only part of the female’s
labors. She must also build a nest. These are rarely seen, so bear the image in mind when you are
out botanizing. Pictured is the first and only nest

that I have ever found. The nest is made of mud
collected by the female. She brings mud back
to a rock surface one pellet at a time. There she
adds the pellet to the developing nest, gradually
fashioning one or more hollow mud tubes. Inside, she polishes the inner walls of the tubular
cavity. She stockpiles regurgitated pollen mixed
with nectar against the back of the cavity, just
enough to feed one offspring. She then lays a
single egg and seals the cavity with a mud partition. That partition becomes the back of the next
nest cell for the next day’s foraging effort. After
a few weeks, she is worn out and dies, leaving
each isolated grub-like larvae to finish consum-
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ing its allotted provision mass. A year later, her
progeny emerge to repeat the process. This life
cycle is standard for many other solitary-nesting
wasps and bees.

have noticed before. Males of many oligolectic
bees do the same thing, most readily seen for
males of bees that are specialists on sunflowers.

About half of her progeny are male. Like other
bees and wasps, these males do not participate
in nest building, defense or foraging for offspring.
No, males’ singular contribution to the species
is sperm. Since the wasp’s nests are scattered,
males improve their chances for finding receptive
females for mating by patrolling Penstemon flowers. Being useless at the nest, males are not welcome come nightfall. Instead, male P. vespoides
spend their nights sleeping head first in Penstemon flowers, which some of you told me that you

Members of the American Penstemon Society
living in the western U.S. are the most likely
naturalists on the planet to find and recognize
this remarkable plant/wasp specialization. It
is rare to be able to recognize any insect species by the naked eye, let alone to immediately
know so much about one with such a fascinating life history story. In a later newsletter, I will
present the nesting and foraging ecologies of
two more Penstemon specialists, both of them
relatives of the blue orchard bee.

Looking for pollinator bee hives along Tony Grove Lake in mud.(Dibblee)
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Meeting Minutes 2021 Executive Meeting
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Meeting Minutes 2021 General Membership Meeting
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2021 Special Projects and Graduate Student Grants Report
In response to the RFP that was distributed in February 2021, APS received five proposals—
one for a small Penstemon garden and four scholarship proposals. Although this is more
proposals than were received in 2020 (only two), we continue to see an overall decline in the
number of proposals from a high of 18 in 2014. Note that in 2012, the year I took over the
program, the RFP was not widely distributed.

I maintain an email list of over 350 addresses, including university academic departments,
extension offices and Master Gardener offices; botanic gardens; native plant societies; and
nurseries. Not surprisingly, a number of email addresses become obsolete each year, and
must be replaced. The number of addresses has remained more or less stable over the ten
years I have been managing the grants program, so I do not think the reduction in number of
proposals is related to RFP distribution. Of course, increasing the number could only help.
2021 proposals were evaluated by a committee made up of APS Board members Mikel Stevens, Stephen Love, Beth Corbin and Bob Pennington. Each committee member voted up
or down on the garden proposal and ranked the graduate student proposals. I compiled the
results, but did not participate in the review because two of the proposals were from students
I know at the University of Wyoming. We agreed to fully fund the garden proposal and two
graduate student proposals. They are:
Penstemon Garden Circle at the Huntley Project Museum, Huntley, MT. $700. The garden will
feature four species of Penstemon collected by Meriwether Lewis or found along the Lewis
and Clark trail (P. eriantherus, P. fruticosus. P. wilcoxii, P. barrettiae), as well as other appropriate Pentsemon species.
Patterns of Staminode Evolution in Penstemon, Paige Fabre, The Ohio State University.
$2000. Paige’s research focuses on the interaction of pollinators and staminode morphology
as a driver of diversification. To test her hypotheses, she will be conducting fieldwork primarily
on subgenus Cristati, and mapping staminode traits onto Penstemon phylogeny.
The practice of small expedition in American botany: A case study of women explorers on the
Colorado Plateau, Randi Spray, University of Wyoming. $2000. Randi is interested in understanding the historical practices by American botanists and how they inform current botanical
practices and knowledge. With APS funds, she will focus on Ellen Powell Thompson and Alice
Eastwood, who collected P. thompsoniae and P. utahensis, respectively.
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This year APS was able to fully fund two graduate students because of Andi Wolfe’s fundraising effort. Thank you very much, Andi!
Finally, I request that the Board find someone to replace me as Special Projects Chair. I have
held this position for ten years, and think it time to hand the reins to someone new. I am, of
course, willing to help as needed during the hand-over.
Respectfully submitted,
Dorothy Tuthill
May 26, 2021

Tony Grove Lake. Columbine. (Dibblee photo)
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Membership
As of December 27, 2021
Beth Corbin, Membership Chair
APS New Members since the winter 2021 Newsletter (March 2021):
Lynn Albers—Eagle CO
Julie Baldwell—Westborough MA
Virginia Brice—Santa Fe NM
Jim Cane—Logan UT
Howard Colrman—Seattle WA
Rhoda Denny—Salt Lake City UT
Trinity Depatie—Columbia SC
Trent Draper—Roy UT
Maxime Freville—Moulle France
Joey Glickman—Boulder UT (new and a LIFE member!)
Holly Greenfield—Denver CO
Erik Howshar—Aurora CO
Penny Lontz—Reno NV
Patrick McMillan—Kingston WA
Sue Milliken—Port Townsend WA
Allan Nelson—Dublin TX
Vincent Parsons—Portland OR
Savannah Peterson—Nephi UT
Robyn Powell—Mylor Australia
Lesley Richardson—Ronald WA
Kim Simmons—Kennewick WA
Zachary Tanner—Los Osos CA
Jon Willis—Lexington MA
Robert Wrench—Grand Rapids MI
Michael Yales—Maybee MI
New Life Members not previously recorded: Annette Parker and Robert Johnson
Fun Facts:
As of our July 2021 Annual Meeting, we had
255 active members from 12 different countries and 34 states within the US.
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2020-21 Seed Exchange Summary

by Rick Wesseler
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IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE
Dee Strickler Northwest Penstemon
This book is written for non-botanists, but has all
scientific names, drawings and accreditations that a
more scientific text would include. The text provides
an education for new members to take on the next
trip to learn basic structural identification features as
well as pollinators and some growing information,
plus a metric and English scale ruler at the back.
Cost: $15 plus $3.50 postage for each
To get a copy of the book contact Ginny Maffitt
ginnyvaccinium1@gmail.com
or send a check for $18.50 for each book to
Ginny Maffitt
15329 SW Sunset Blvd
Sherwood OR 97140
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Editorial: Richard Branson’s Space Flight
Some of us pay attention to outside events during the APS Annual
Meeting and this appeared on the TV in the motel room ... This
was the |moment| that Richard Branson landed in his first-of-akind “homemade space ship”. I happened to snap the left photo
with my phone, then used the magic of Photoshop™ to straighten
it out. “Wouldn’t it be nice” if some of those $b went to research ef-

forts to mitigate climate change or invented some device or procedure to suddenly return the earth’s
CO2 to the level in 1800? Martha Dibblee, Publisher, The Penstemaniac

chart.png from https://www.co2levels.org/
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Cartoon by Doug Hastings

2020—2021 APS Board of Directors
President — Andi Wolfe
Vice—President — Randy Tatroe
Treasurer — Lupita Wesseler
Secretary — Cindy Reed
Membership Chair — Beth Corbin
Rick Wesseler — SeedEx
Newsletter Editor — Ginny Maffitt
Newsletter Publisher — Martha Dibblee
Bulletins — Stephen Love
Member at Large — Mikel Stevens
Member at Large — Bob Pennington
Web Admin — Hugh Mac Millan
Web Admin — Matt Robbins

Facebook

Twitter

LinkedIn

Instagram
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